Let H\Un) be the usual Hardy space (with index 2) of holomorphic functions on U", the unit polydisc in complex «-space. (U2) with (1) an/in M never vanishing on U2 and (2) each^ in M being contained in a proper closed invariant subspace of M. This easily extends to n ^ 2.
Let U2 be the set of pairs (z, w) with z and w complex and |z| < 1, \w\ < 1.
To each function / in IP(S) with Fourier series 2mS:o,nao amnemixeniv we associate the function 2m&o.ngo analytic on U2, which we also denote by /.
If A is a subset of Z2 and M is a closed linear subspace of L2(T2), M is A-invariant whenever/in M and c in A implies the function cf also lies in M. The question we answer is the following: Suppose M is an Sinvariant subspace of the Hardy space H2(S) and that for each point [January (z, w) in U2 there is an / in M (which may vary with (z, w)) such that f(z, w) 7* 0. Does it follow that there is a single function h such that M is the smallest S-invariant subspace containing hi If such an h exists we will say that M is principal and that h is cyc//c for M.
The answer is no. Before turning to our counterexample, we include some preparatory remarks. If the subset A of Z2 is a semigroup with A U {-A) = Z2 and A n (-^) = {(0, 0)}, ^ is called a half-plane. If A lies in H2(A) and the smallest /l-invariant subspace containing h is precisely H2(A), h is called A-outer. For a semigroup /I, H2(A) is itself /l-invariant and any nonzero constant function is ,4-outer. The classical Hardy space is associated with the unit circle, and consists of square integrable functions with Fourier coefficients vanishing off the nonnegative integers. Such a function 2m&o amemix also has an extension to an analytic function 2mao amz™ on tne °Pen un't disc.
To construct our counterexample we choose q to be a nonconstant, singular inner function in the classical Hardy space of the unit disc [2, p. 67] . This means, first, that q never vanishes inside the unit circle, and, second, that q has modulus one almost everywhere on the unit circle. Now we let M be the S-invariant subspace of H\S) generated by/ and g, where f(eix, eiy) = q(eix) and g(eix, eiy) = eiy. M meets the requirements for /(z, w) 7* 0 for every (z, w) in U2, and we will show that M is not principal.
Suppose that M were principal. Let h be cyclic for M and let M1 be thê -invariant subspace generated by h under S1, the half-plane {(m, ri):mlt. Jlog \h(eix, Ol dx dy = log j¥f, «**) ^> -co, [3, p. 212] . In particular A is also 5"2-outer for S2 = {(m,«):« ^ 0, and n = 0 implies w ^ 0}.
